
Ancient Greece – birthplace of democracy Located on the continent of 

EUROPE in the North 

Eastern Hemisphere, near 

the Mediterranean Sea

Physical characteristics

•Peninsula in Mediterranean Sea 

(water on 3 sides of land)

•Mountains, hills and valleys

•Many islands

•Mild dry climate

•Limited rich soil, made it hard to 

grow crops

Resources
NATURAL

•Soil & water used to grow olive 
trees, wheat, grapes

•Wood used to build ships

•Clay for pottery

•Fish

CAPITAL

•Tools for farming

•Tools to build ships

HUMAN -- The Greeks 
specialized in these jobs. 

•Farmers 

•Shipbuilders 

•Traders

TRADERS – traded with 

people who lived along the 
Mediterranean Sea to get goods 
they did not have or could not 
make themselves.

Adaptations to Environment–
anything people do to adapt (or 
change) their environment so they can 
meet their needs 

•Built terraces (flat areas) into hillsides 
to have flat farming land

•Developed small, independent 
communities

Civilization – people in an advanced stage 
of development, art, music, and public 
services such as running water, armies or 
libraries.

Specialization- what you do as 
your job, what you are really 
good at doing, skilled workers 
focused on a specific job

Interdependent – Greeks 
needed other people to trade
with in order to meet their needs 
and survive

The ancient Greeks made important contributions
that continue to influence our lives today.  A 
contribution is the act of giving or doing something.



Gifts from Greece (contributions)

Direct Democracy

Type of government 
where people vote to 
make their own rules and 
laws. This idea from 
ancient Greece is often  
considered their biggest 
contribution  of the U.S. 
government.

Architecture

Building with columns.

The Parthenon is an example of Greek 
architecture (building) that still exists today.

Buildings today that use Greek designs and 
columns are:  Virginia Capitol in Richmond, the 
White House and the US Supreme Court in 
Washington, D.C.

Arts and Sports

Archeologists learned much about 
ancient Greece using pottery because 
the Greeks decorated pottery with 
scenes form daily life.

Greeks also made sculptures, paintings 
and mosaics.  The Greeks wrote plays 

& poems we still read today.

The first Olympic Games took 
place over 2,500 years ago.  
Many of the ancient sporting 
events are still part of today’s 
Olympic Games.

Study Questions

1. What principles of government from Ancient Greece are part of 

our government?

2. What resources were used to produce goods and services?

3. Why do people who specialize in one job depend on others?

1.Democracy –every citizen’s right to vote

2.soil for planting crops (olives & wheat), trees for shipbuilding, clay for pottery, fish & seafood 

3.They depend other s because they can’t meet their own needs without  trading goods.


